ABSTRACT. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and A: X -2A a maximal monotone mapping such that the graph G(A) of A is weaklyclosed in X X X and 0 £/4(0). Also, let T: X -2A be a quasi-bounded by (co, x) the duality pairing between an element gj in X and x in X. For a multivalued mapping T: X -• 2 (the set of subsets of X ), we denote by D(T), the effective domain of T, the subset of X defined by D(T) = {x e X|
co e X there exists a u e X such that co e Au + Tu and the subset \u 6 X| co e Au + Tu\ is a weakly-compact subset of A". An application to an elliptic nonlinear boundary value problem of Neumann type is given.
The aim of this paper is to prove a theorem on the existence of solutions for an equation of type Au + Tu = f, where A and T are nonlinear mappings with their domains in a real reflexive Banach space X and range in the dual Banach space X . We shall also give an application of this result to the prob- by (co, x) the duality pairing between an element gj in X and x in X. we have that D(T) -X. X. Since T is a bounded mapping, we see that U^i Tu . is a bounded subset of X and so, by passing to a subsequence (if necessary), we may take co. £Tu. and an cu £ X such that co ■ --co (weakly) in X . Now clearly This proposition shows that the natural condition on a mapping of type (M) whose effective domain is not all of X is that of quasi-boundedness rather than boundedness. We now state the main result of this paper. (yFe -<uFe, uFJ > 4yFe -<oF(\\2-Since iyp , up ) = 0 for F e A' and ||wpe || < M, ||"Ff || < r, we see that there is a constant C independent of e and F such that t ||yp, -Wp, || < C .
This then gives that \\uFi -vp\\\ = e\\ype -cop\\ < y/7 C.
So, by passing to another ultrafilter if necessary, we may assume that there exist A, £ X, pr £ X such that y ,-., -a>Cr -• p , f,,, -» A, for F e A .
Since G(A~ ) is weakly-closed in X x X, we see that p £ D(A~ ) and To complete the proof of the theorem, it will now suffice to prove that g e Tu in order to conclude that 0 € Au + Tu. Now, using the monotonicity of A and the fact that -g £ Au, we get from 0 < (p + g, h -u) = i-g + g, u -A -u) that lim sup (g , u ) < ig, u), which implies that u £ D(T) and t n n t n t n g e Tu since T is of type (M).
Now to see the weak-compactness of the subset \u £ X\ co £ Au + Tu\ for a given co £ X , it suffices to note that \u £ X\ co £ Au + Tu\ is a bounded subset of X since 0 e A(0) and T is coercive. It is then easy to see that the set is weakly-closed under our assumptions if we observe that in a reflexive
Banach space the weak-closure of a set consists of limits of weakly-convergent sequences in the set.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark. 
